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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
1. Reading at the Secondary' Level 
Need for a program of reading improvement.-- Compulsory school 
attendance laws and social promotions have made it possible for many 
boys and girls to reach the secondar,y level before they can legally 
leave school. Improved economic conditions enable them to remain in 
school beyond the legal age of attendance and to graduate from high 
school. One of the results of this increased population in the high 
school is an ever ... growing number of so-called slow learners. Many of 
these slow learners are slaw readers. 
"In typical. ninth-grade groups, as many as 2 per cent 
af the pupils score below the fourth-grade norms in reading 
ability, 30 per cent below the seventhegrade norms, and 4.8 
per cent below the eighth-grade norms." Y 
Yet skill in reading is necessary to the students 1 happiness. Compe-
tence in reading insures their success in school subjects, widens their 
interests, and prepares them for intelligent citizenship. It·is then 
necessar,y to adopt an effective program for the improvement of reading 
in the high school. 
y John J~ DeBoer, Walter V. Kaulfers, and Helen R. Miller, Teaching 
Secon.dary English, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1951. P• 162. 
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Responsibility of the subject teacher.- The elementary teacher 
can no longer be held responsible for the whole reading program. The 
teaching of reading must be continued in the secondary schools, and 
it cannot be left solely to the teacher of English or the language 
arts. The teacher in any subject area should be responsible for the 
development of good reading habits.: In every subject it is necessary 
to discover the difficulties of the student and to determine as 
nearly as possible the conditions . w'hich have caused them. 
The causes of slow reading are many and varied. Poor health, 
auditory and visual defects, emotional upsets, unfavorable home 
conditions, lack of experience, and difficulty in word recognition 
contribute to retardation in reading. Such conditions frequently 
result in: 
1. Incorrect or inadequate interpretation of passages read 
2. Failure to note and remember important points and related 
details. 
3. Inability to understand without rereading 
4. Inadequate vocabulary 
5. Passive reading that lacks any sense of purpose 
6. Inability to draw inferences and conclusions, to evaluate 
. J) 
and see relations.-
fr Constance M. McCullough, Ruth M. Strang, and Arthur E. Traxler, 
roblems in the Improvement of Reading, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
New York, 1946, p. 229 • 
• 
• 
2. Developmental Reading in the Social Studies 
The social studies teacher and the reading program .. - The 
development of reading, which is one of the most urgent problems of 
the secondary school, is important to the social studies teacher. A 
3 
broad reading program is essential in the whole field of social studiesQ 
The chief task of the social studies teacher is to help his students 
gain an adequate comprehension of the materials in the social studies. 
The achievement of adequate comprehension involves all of the skills 
mentioned above, as well as the ability to learn nnew c-encepts and 
new co~otation of familiar concepts, grasp generalizations, under-
. 1' 
stand chronology, read maps, and analyze processes.n ::1 
The social studies teacher should know something of the basic 
skills in reading. Thus he will be able to discover the difficulties· 
and needs of the pupils, and will be better fitted to give them proper 
guidance in their reading. 
A plan for improvement in reading.- The purpose of this thesis. 1 
is to present, in-"-the-···fo.rm--&f. . .a"w-orkbook:t ·111ateriais···and devices for the 
development of reading skills in the social studies. The contents of 
the workbook are designed for the slow learner in the ninth grade. The 
elercises are based on materials which would be found in a unit on 
international cooperation. They are planned so that they may be used 
with any text. They may also be used as examples whereby similar exer-
cises may be set up for any timely topic. 
.. 
y Edgar Bruce Wesley, Teaching Social Studies in High Schools, D. c. Heath 
and Compa~, Boston, 19SO, pp. 244-245. --
• . 
CHAPTER II 
REASONS FOR SLOW READING 
1. Difficulty of MateriaJ. 
Vocabulary.- The very nature of the content of social studies 
involves many problems for the slow learner. Not the least of these 
is the .need of a good general vocabulary. Bernice E. ~ear/_/ and 
Constance M. /McCullough and otherJ/ have emphasized . the'...fieed for a 
broad meaning vocabulary to read the materials in social studies 
underst~ndingly., The texts and references include technical a-ncl:-i'll'Etth-
ema:&.ical terms with which the pupil has had no previous experience., 
• 
Geoi'graphical and proper names can be difficult to pronounce. Econ-
omics and sociology are sources of new and strange words which nearly 
always require good general background for proper interpretation. 
Meanings are further obsm:mKiL by use of metaphorical language such as 
"the mel~ing pot,n "tariff waJ.l," and the like. These serve only to 
confuse the student who has difficulty enough _in interpreting the 
simPle meanings of words. 
It is true that recently the authors of textbooks have made an 
effort to write in language which employs a vocabulary suitable to the 
grade for which the books are ·written. However, even in their best 
1/ Committee on Reading, National Society for the Study of Education, 
Reading in the High School and College, Forty-seventh Yearbook, 1948, 
Part II, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, J:Po 171-173. 
y Constance M. McCull-ough, et aJ.., Problems in the Improvement of Reading, 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1946, pp. 77-78. 
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efforts~ these authors use words which their adult experience has made 
readily familiar to them. They f?rget the.t these words are unfamiliar 
to the average teenager, and are very difficult for the slow learner 
whose comprehension has leveled off at least two years below his grade 
age. 
Content and style.-- The new textbooks are attractive in style 
and format; and contain helpful aids to the teacher and student. 
While considerable improvement has been made in the writing of text-
books, many of the old faults remain. 
Efficient reading is sometimes hindered by the way in which the 
I 
material is presented •. In such subjects as history and geograp~~ a 
single paragraph is apt to be fact packed and to contain technical 
words which have no context clues. Such writing presumes a broad 
reading background and familiarity with certain reading skills such 
as facility in the use of reference aids, index, and glossar,y. Civics 
textbooks often contain general statements which have little meaning 
for the in7xperienced reader, and lack concrete illustrations which 
would arouse his spontaneous interest. 
Supplementa;y materials.-- Many reference books used at the 
secondary level were written for skilled readers. Those written ex-
pressly Tor the secondary level were written for the average pupil. 
In most supplementary materials no allowance has been made for the five 
-.- . 
year span in reading ~bilities in a particular grade. It is difficult 
to. find materials at the fifth-grade level which will appeal to the · 
teenagers in the ninth grade. 
2 • Failure of the School to Meet the Needs of Students 
Attitude toward the slow learner • .._ The problem of the slow 
learner has become and remains a problem at the secondary level be-
cause of several wrong attitudes ·towards him and sonie erroneous 
assumptions concerning liUn. Careful consideration of what he can 
do and the development of a program of study which would enable him 
to use his abilities would bring satis.f'ying results to both teacher 
and pupil. 
6 
Too often it is presumed that the slow learner cannot reason but • 
is "good 1.rlth his ha.~u·~ The slow learner, in most cases, has to 
develop skill in manual work.. He usually comes from a family whose 
income is low.. At an early age he has to contribute to his own 
support. Economic pressure forces him to develop the manual skills. 
Good teaching can help him to develop his native talents. 
Whatever talents a student develops, whether manual or intellec-
tual, intelligent reading is essential to his success. The skill-
ful social studies teacher, without emphasizing instru.ctio:m in reading 
. 
over the content of the course, will make provisions for the exercise 
of the reading skills which the pupil most needs .. 
The slow learners have the power to reason and are capable of 
developing this power under the sui>ervision of sympathetic and 
thoughtful teachers. Such teachers plan the daily lessons to meet 
the pupils'needs and create situations to which the pupils can bring 
their own life experiences. They know that any progress the pupils 
make will be slow,. They also know that with proper guidance, slow 
·t¥t.ttns. £ m·· T TC ·-
--~ 
• 
• 
learners can develop the ability to reason and draw conclusions to a 
degree that will make them satisfactory students and more intelligent 
citizens. 
The secondary school teachers and the reading problem • ...._ Secondary 
school teachers have been slow in recognizing l) the wide range of 
reading ability in a single class, and 2) the need for direct reading 
experiences. Consequently, they have been handicapped in trying to 
analyze the reasons why so many of their pupils do not achieve average 
success. The fault is by no means entirely theirs. Their training 
was primarily for teaching in the content fields and not for teaching 
reading. 
On the other hand, in the primary grades, where basic training in 
recognizing symbols and signs should have been be~, children have some-
times been pushed into reading without direct experiences.. In ma.:ny 
schools this continues throughout the intermediary and junior high 
schools. Small wonder then that the content teachers are sho.cked, 
puzzled, and dismayed because they have a reading problem on their hands. 
It is to their credit when they tr,r to assume the responsibility for 
developmental reading, a task for which they have had little or no 
preparation and for which they must rely on their innate teaching ability. 
In the social studies field, this task is herculean. The writer 
has already mentioned a few of the ~ and complex skills involved in 
acquiring a knowledge of the social studies materials. It is difficult 
to choose the skills which will be most applicable to all subjects in 
the ·.field, and which the pupil can best use in gaining an understanding 
of the content. With the hope of making this task a little leas 
•• 
• 
difficult, the writer has gathered a few of the methods and techniques 
that have been particularly useful in her own classes. Some of these 
methods and techniques are her own inventions. Others have been in-
spired by the suggestions of her colleagues and the findings of experts 
in the field of reading. To use these methods and techniques with 
reasonable success the teacher must remember that 1) a pupil can read 
efficiently only at his own level and so must have material with easy 
readability, 2) a slow learner needs direct experience for his reading, 
and 3) such experiences should be providecf in the classroom whenever 
possible. 
Emphasis on academic achievement.- The dull-normal pupil can 
reach the eighth grade with a fair degree of success, and nowadays· 
many of them enter high school.. H3re they meet failure, especially 
when they have to compete with average and above average students 
in the academic subjects. Success in these subjects is dependent 
on skill in reading and good study habits, two :requisites which slow 
learners in the ninth grade have not yet mastered. 
Because so much.emphasis has been placed on academic achievement, 
the slow learner has become slower in attaining the standards of the 
prescribed course. If more thought and time were given to the devel-
opment of fundamental reading and study skills, the slow learner would 
be better equipped to meet some of the required standards. 
Over-reliance on audio-visual aids.-- This thesis is concerned 
with the problem of reading. Any lack of treatment of audio-visual 
aids is not due to the writer's failure to ~.ppreciate their value. She 
well realizes that they provide a useful technique in creating motivation 
• 
'· .. 
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and arousing interest in a subject. She does feel, however~ that because 
of their great value in the instruction of slow learners~ teacher$ 
sometimes rely on them to an extent which loses valuable time-needed for 
the building of reading habits and study skills. 
No matter how highly motivated the pupil, his knowledge of a 
subject will be greatly ~imited, his progress in school will be handi-
capped, and his success in life will be incomplete, ·~ess his reading 
is developed and broadened. For school and life experiences are fun-
damentally dependent on the ability to read. Sld.ll in reading is the 
best single means to increase knowledge and develop the power of reason-
ing. 
3. Deficiences in the Student 
General intelligence and physical condition~-- Many children 
who appaar to be mentally retarded are backward because they are poor 
readers. A positive relationship exists between intellicence test 
scores and reading test scores although the extent of this relation-
ship is riot yet known.1/ Research-~n this field indicates that it is 
well worth the effort to teach reading to students with low scores on 
intelligence tests.6f 
Before plans are made to· help the retarded pupil to develop his 
reading, it would be wise to discover whether his ph;rsical condition 
Y Helen M. Robinson, Why Pupils Fail in Reading, The University of 
Chicago Press~ Chicago,~47~ p. 73. ?J Constance M. McCullough, et al., 2l?.•cit.~ p. 57. 
• 
• 
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is in any way responsible. Here again, experts are slow to admit a 
positive relationship, but do not deey- some relationship petween 
physical condi tiona and failure in reading. In Problems ·in the Improve-
ment. of Reading, the authors state: · 
Alt.hough we have little evidence that any single 
physiological factor is positively related to reading 
ability, it is quit~ possible that. defective vision, hearing 
loss, and poor motor coordination affect learning in general 
and help to create conditions out. of which reading difficulties 
arise ...... In individual cases visual, auditory, and motor 
defects have been shown to be clearly related to reading 
deficiency. 
Still less is known of the relation of the endocrine 
glands to reading development •••• ~(studies indicate) it. is 
probably that certain glandular deficiencies would affect 
reading, as well as other avenues of learning. l/ 
Emotion and personali t:y. -- It is inherent to the problem of 1;.he 
retarded reader that he is constantly plagued with a sense of :f'rustrat.ion. 
Since reading is fundamental to effective learning, he is well acquainted 
with failure, and seldom meets success. Lack of achievement breaks down 
his self confidence, and he becomes a~ easy prey to fear -- fear that he 
will fail, that he will displease his family, that he is a social misfit 
among his classmates. 
Sometimes the difficulties of the ret.arded reader make him indifferent. 
to failure. vlhether this attitude is real or assumed, it generally pro-
duces a display of defiance toward authority ranging from small acts of 
mischief, through truancy, to juvenile delinquency • 
]j ibid., P• 231. 
ll 
~ll emotional problems do not stem from an inability to read 
well. Poor reading may be caused by them. For example, shyness 
and a sense of inferiority, engendered by such factors as poor health 
during childhood and unhappy home conditions, :may result in low read-
ing achievement. Low reading achievement in such a child would 
certainly result in further embarrassment .. 
The poor reader is generally in need of one of the most important 
factors which contribute to effective learning: a sense of achievement 
and confidence. The teacher should provide hL~ with reading tasks 
which he can accomplish successfully, and see that he is made con-
scious of whatever success he achieves. Since an atmosphere of 
friendliness and relaxation is essential to success in reading, the 
classroom should be a cheerful place where a feeling of confidence 
between teacher and student exists.1/ 
If the teacher creates a please.nt atmosphere in the classroom, 
plans lessons to meet the students 1 needs, and provides materials_ 
with easy readability, the members of the class should be relaxed 
and happy. In such a class unwarranted fear, anY~ety, apathy, in-
difference, or irritability, would probably be due to something be-· 
yond the teacher 1 s control. Refema;il of a retarded reader who displays 
any or all of these _symptoms o'f maladjustment to a remedial class may 
possibly solve the problem, but it is dotibtfa1. At the secondary level, 
' 
and from a class where the environment is generally wholesome, referral 
might serve to intensif,y the symptoms and increase the reader's problem. 
1:,/ John J .. DeBoer, et aJ.., Teaching Secondary English, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, New York, 1951, pp. 175-176. 
-· 
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The assistance of the guidance counselor should be ~ought, and possibly 
meqical 16r psychiatric aid. 
Inability to estimate future needs.-- The slow learner, over-
w·helmed by his inability to meet academic requirements, tends to blame 
reading for most of his diffic~ties. Iri a sense, he becomes allergic 
to printea symbols. He .cannot understand that reading is one of the 
language arts, that it is essential to proper speaking, listening, 
and writing., For him no relationship exists between reading and the 
job he will have some day, between reading and his role in civic im-
provement, between reading and his responsibility for good government. 
The social studies teacher must consider it a duty to help 
the ~uctant reader to recognize the importance of reading in his 
daily life as a student and as a citizen. When the reluctant reader 
is a slow learner, it is imperative that the teacher of social studies 
devise means to develop his reading so that he will be able to 1) cope 
with the prescribed course of study, 2) appreciate his importance in 
the everyday world, and 3) understand the elementary functions of govern-
ment. 
4. Home Conditions 
'Social and economic background...... Robinson states thct little 
relationship exists between reading failure and the home conditions 
except in the mare subtle cultural aspects, such as a foreign language 
and lack of proper motivation.Y Samuel A. Kirk Y and Sir Cyril Burt 2/ 
Y .2£•£:ll•,P•96. - -y Sameul A. Kirk, Characteristics of Slow Learners and Needed Adjustments 
in Reading, Supplementary Educational 1-!onographs, Number 69, University of 
Chicago Press, Chicago, 1949, pp. 172-176e Jl Sir Cyril Burt, The :3ackward Child, University of London Press Ltd., 
London, 1950, pp. 113-134, 603-605. 
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agree that cnildren suffer from general debility due to environmental 
factors of poor feeding and poor medical care in childhood. This 
debility conttibutes to general backwardness. Sir Cyril adds that 
even though home conditions may not be directly responsible for back-
wardness, they may make the task of dea:Cing w:i.. th it doubly difficult. 
He does think that the mother's intelligence, attitude, and emotional 
stability may have a closer relation to the child's mental and moral 
growth that; any other feature in the home. 
It would therefore be well to give some importance to the in-
fluence of home environment When a reading program £or retarded learners 
is being considered. It might well be that Kirk had this in mind 
when he wrote: 
ttQther subjects ••••• have been difficult since they require 
efficient reaQtng habits. Due to difficulties in reading, 
lack of interest in recreational activities, and avoidance 
of an unpleasant task, reading does not become a part of 
the life of a slow learner.n 
Cyril Burt states that the experienced teacher is familiar with 
the characteristics of the background of a child,. and appreciates how 
differenqes in social conditions may entirely alter the type of mind 
with which he has to cope. So it is, p~rhaps, the experienced teacher 
who sees the children Wil~iam. Bland FeatherstonJ/ describes: the ill 
clad, the ·undernourished, the hungry boy or girl who is not able to put 
effort or enthusiasm into school activities and who needs understanding 
and friendship fram classmates and teachers; the dull boy from one of 
the "better ¢'amilies11 who must compete with brighter brothars and sisters, 
and who needs abundant experience of security and success in school; 
!( William Bland Featherstone, Teaching the Slow Learner, Bureau 
of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 
1951, PP·S9 - 92. 
I 
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the overprotected child who receives too much praise and too'much 
s:~p~thy, and who needs a realistic understanding of hinself. Helping 
such children to become well-adjusted citizens Fould be at once a 
challenge and a responsibility for'the social studies teacher. 
Materials and motivation.-- Books and magazines suitable for 
reading irnprovement. are rarely found in the homes of the low economic 
groups because of lack of money and space. The social conditions of 
the neighborhood may be such that a boy or girl would have little. 
' ' 
incentive to. go to the library. Indeed, a boy or girl might even be 
ridiculed for so noing~ At higher economic levels, parents very often 
do not appreciate the value of reading and cannot sustain conversations 
that would arouse a spirit of inquir,y in the minds of their children. 
Children can and should be encouraged to form good reading habits 
in the home. .Attractive and interesting books, magazines, and pamphlets 
are available through libraries, but materials ~ not enough. A dis-
play of enthusiasm, mention of a timely topic, carefUlly chosen radio 
and television programs are all good ways in which the parents can 
help the school promote a good program of reading. 
CHAPTER III 
PREPARATION FOR DEVELOPMENTAL TEACHING 
OF READING SKILLS IN THE SOCIAL STUDIES 
1. Oonsidera~ion of the Student 
Discovering the retarded. reader. -- Some of the recognized reasons 
for re~rdation in reading have been reviewed. Types of materials 
used, conditions in the school and home, and the nature of the studen~ 
contribute to the many and complex causes of poor reading. 
Supplying suitable materials for the slow learner and re~rded 
readers is a task for which the teacher has to assume responsibility, 
and l'lill be deal~ with later in this chapter. Quite beyond the 
~eacher1 s control are the home conditions, some school situations, 
and certain deficiencies l'li thin· the pupil himself. Wha~ever has 
hindered his normal progress, he has arrived at ~he ninth grade a 
below average pupil whose success in ~he social studies largely 
depends upon his ability to read. 
A knowledge of the pupil 1 s background enables the teacher to 
understand him and to make workable plans for hie adjuatmen~ to the 
demands of the classroom. Teet records show the student's reading 
level and specific difficulties, and case histories reveal trouble-
some circums~nces in school and home. Such information is valuable 
to the teacher who has the ability, the time, and the will to provide 
class experiences l'thich will increase reading skills, knowledge, and 
-15-
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self -confidence of the pupU. 
In ma.:ny schools no such accumulative records exist. In others, 
records are so s?anty theY show only a blurred or vague picture o 
Some schools ha"'Te complete up-to-date folders but allovr little time 
to the teacher to consider tbe individual student 
1 
s total. background, 
and to teach accordingly. The common everyday situation in which 
most teachers find themselves forces.them to 1) accept the poor 
reader as they see him, and 2) to do the best they can to ·train him 
in the practical uses of reading. 
The social studies teacher who does not have available 'complete 
records or the time to study theni must, nevertheless, survey the class 
before initiating any plan of instruction. Informal reading tests, 
autobiographies, and interest in"'Tentories can be used to discover 
reading abilities, elements of background, interests, and needs of 
· the members of the class. These procedures will enable the teacher 
to 1) adjust the content of the course to the students~' most. urgent 
and cammon needs, and 2) select appropriate exercises for the 
individual student's development of reading skills. 
Providing means to insure the retarded reader's success.--
Social studies courses must be adapted to the abilities of the re-
.tarded reader because they play a vital part in the total development 
of .the stpdent. 1iiore than any other subject, the social studies and 
the language arts prepare b~~s and girls for adult citizenship9 Proper 
training in these tv.ro fields give them an insight into the nature and 
problems of people and situations which they will encounter in the 
modern world. 
• 
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In some schools, and especially in the intermedial'e grades, 
these two subjects are highly correlated. Commonly, they are taught 
as separate subjects in the ninth grade. .Although the pupil may be 
able to transfer some of the skills learned in language arts, he will 
need g1ddance in developing social studies skills. 
It cannot be stressed too much that inadequacy in reading 
causes many of the failures in school. Time spent in developing 
reading skills requisite to a subject might well prevent these failures 
and insure a higher standard. of achievement in the class. Certainly 
it will contribute to a more satisfactory education of the child. 
The class survey suggested above is invaluable to one who 
wishes to plan a course designed to be functional and informative. 
The social studies teacher who adjusts the content of the course 
to the student's needs and provides for the practice of reading 
skills offers the stment an opportunity for a fruitful and happy 
year. Each student will have adequate means to acquire lmowledge, 
an aFpreciation for democratic living, and success according to his 
talents. 
2.. Selection of Materials 
Importance of suitable materials.-- Many factors have contributed 
to producing the slow learners and retarded readers. Once they have 
arrived in a particular class, ·it is the teacher's responsibility 
to see that the reading materials no longer contribute to retardation. 
The materials should be adequate and suited to 1) the various reading 
levels, 2) the interests of the teenager, 3) the socio-economic backgrounds 
18 
of the individuals, and 4) the development of right social attitudes 
and behavior. 
The writer has previously remarked that the social studies 
teacher plays a !ital part in the total development of the .child. 
According to Carr!f it is the subject which makes the greatest con-
tribution to citizenship. 
In stating the goals and sequence of the social studies, Hanna 
and Kohn~ call attention to the contributions of the area and the 
wealth of mat~rials in the following:,Y' 
"As an organized part of the total school curricu-
lum, the field of social studies may be differentiated from 
other areas of learning in terms of its unique contribu-
tions to the social and psychological development of the 
child. These contributions are twofold: (1) to help 
children and young adults develop an ability to make wise 
economic, pob.tical, and social decisions; ( 2) to prepare 
··and en ex>urage children and young adults to participate 
democratically in local, national, and world affairs. 
. "These contributions indicate that the field of 
social-studies contains potentially more material than 
~ other division of the school curriculum and centers 
the subject matter of the program on life in all its 
social manifestations, from time to time, and from place 
to place .. " 
Jean Fair stresses the obligation of the school to provide oppor-
tunities for developing reading abilities and proper interpretat~on 
of social studies materials as follows: 
. "The world in which we live requires citizens 
who are able to recognize, understand, and make decisions 
about the complex social problems of·_,our times and to act 
y Edwin R. Carr, Education for Life Ad ·ustment throu h the Social 
Studi.es, in Harl R. Douglass, editor Education for Life Adjustment, 
The Ronald Press Company, New York, 1950, pp. 110-113. 
'Y Paul R. Hanna, Clyde F.. Kohn, What are the Goals and Grade Se uence 
of Social Studies Instruction? in William S. Gray editor , Improving 
Reading in all Curriculum Areas, Supplementary Educational Monograph, 
N~ber 76, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago• 1952, p .. 164. 
--
• 
in the light of their thoughtful decisions. To a very 
considerable extent these citizens must depend on reading 
for getting information and for stimulating their thinking. 
If the schools are to develop competent citizens, the 
schools must provide young people with opportunities to 
develop the ability to read -and by this we must mean 
interpret a wide variety of sociaJ.-studies materials •" 1/ 
Through proper guidance in the social studies, the stu.dents 
can learn to interpret what they read in relation to themselves, 
19 
their connnunity, the nation, and the world. Therefore, the teacher ~ 
should select materials simple enough for the students to understand, 
yet comprehensive enough to give adequate infonnation on the world 
about them. 
Textbooks.-- Wesley states that considerable evidence shows 
the influence of the textbook is less pronounced today but little 
probability of any fund.amentaJ. diminution in its importance exists. 
He goes on to say: 
"The textbook reflects ·and establishes standards. 
It indicates, all too frequently perhaps, What the teacher 
is required to know and what the pupils are supposed to 
learn. By its teaching and learning aids it markedly 
affects methods and reflects the standard of scholarship. 
It expands its scope and size to meet the changing concep-
tion of what is considered educationally sound and desirable. 
Thus it sometimes leads the way and sometimes follows the 
educational procession, but it is always a significant 
factor." Y 
Since it is a significant factor, and since most teachers~ill have 
a basic textbook for their courses, it will be well to review features 
which are pertinent to a de~lopmental program of reading • 
In the previous chapter,·the writer listed difficulty of 
vocabulary as one of the causes of poor reading. This should be a 
y Jean Fair, Methods of Increasin Com :Social 
Studies Materials, in W .s. Gray editor , .2£•Cit., p. 179. 
2J Edgar Bruce Wesley_, Teaching Social st~.ldies in High Schools, 
TfeC. Heath and Company, Boston, 19SO, p. 299. , 
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prime consideration in selecting a textbooke The pupil will have 
little time for the development of reading skills if he is constantly 
hunting for the definition of new words. Nevertheless a text with a 
too simple vocabulary should not be chosen. The pupil should have 
opportunity and stinn.1lation to build his own vocabulary. A text 
'1JlS¥ have context clues such as a definition within a sentence or a 
paragraph, comparisons and contrasts, and synonyms for new words. 
Context clues enable the student to learn new words with little 
difficulty and much satisfaction. 
The author who carefully employs a vocabulary comprehensible 
and yet stimulating to a ninth grade pupil automatically overcomes 
some of the faults of style and content. Context clues eliminate 
fact-packing and meaningless generalities, and provide descriptions 
which are meaningful to the pupil. 
A textbook should be organized eo that the student may easily • 
understand the purpose of the author1 and in learning to handle 
the textbook effectively, will develop his skills. Other features 
which the writer of this thesis checks in the selection of a book 
are' 1) pictures, charta, and graphs inserted in appropriate places 
and having meaningful legends, 2) a glossary with simple diacritical 
marks and a rhyme for each word which presents a difficulty in pronun-
ciation, ;) a min~ of punctuation used chiefly for clearness, 4) book 
lists pertinent to the content of each chapter or unit and containing 
some books suitable to the retarded reader. 
--
----.:::.l 
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Word studies, questions, and activities are an asset, at times, 
to any teacher. They are especially valuable to the overburdened, 
inexperienced, or unimaginative teacher. The pupil hi:rrself will 
sometimes take advantage of these aids, independen~ of any guidance 
:trom the teacher. The writer has experienced many occasions when 
her students have presented work based upon a suggestion in the 
textbook. 
Few books fill all of the requirements satisfactorily. Very 
often teachers do not even have the opportunity to choose a book 
but must "make do" with what they inherit or have selected for them 
by administrators. In such cases it is the teacher's duty to see 
how the book can best be used to meet the pupils 1 needs. Whether 
the book is chosen or inherited, the teacher should i) analyze it 
for its reading hazards and aids, 2) test the pupils to see w~ich of 
them have a variety of things to learn about reading in the subject 
or in that particli\,.ar book.Y Those for whom the ilnmediate problem 
is the right selection of a textbook for slow learners will find 
valuable help in Wesley's bases for evaluating textbookJ/ and 
McCullough's form for book analysis and student pretest.JI 
It is true that all the difficulties inherent to·the text should 
be well examined and given first consideration in the selection of 
a textbook. However, it is well to remember that a book must be 
attractive in appearance and format to engage the attention of the 
reluctant readers. It must also be up-to-date and deal with topics 
y Constance M. McCullough, et al., Problems in the Improvement of 
Reading, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York 1946, p. 181. 
Y. .2E·ill·, pp. 315-316 •. 
"JI 2£·ill·, pp. 180-190. 
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that have close relationship to their lives and interests. These 
two conditions might well be taken into account in the final choice. 
If books are attractive to him, the pupil may learn to open them as 
readily as he turns the diaJ. of the radio or TV. If they have con-
tent that is vital to him, he may develop a taste for reading which 
Vdll make him less satisfied with comics and pulp magazines. 
Supplementary materials.- Lack of supplementary material 
has prevented the children, both bright and dull, from developing 
independence in reading. They too often depend on their textbooks 
as their one source of information and though they may be able to 
use the index and word studies, discover the author's purpose, and 
interpret charts, they are unable to transfer these skills in wider 
reading. 
Supplementary materials are easily provided. It is a poor 
school system which· does not have some reference books. The librarian 
of the school or public library can give valuable advice and assistance 
in choosing materials suitable to the interests and reading abilities 
of the boys and girls. The librarian knows which books, pamphlets, 
and bulletins are immediately available and is familiar with lists 
from which other materials may be ordered. Newspapers and magazines 
to which the student~•- families subscribe, are sources of information 
pertine:ht·':.to social studies. Industrial and business organizations 
sometimes publish free materials 1.•rhich may be used to advantage • 
Government agencies distribute pamphlets at little or no cost to the 
schools. In recent years the commercial and government publications 
have improved in appearance, format, and content appeal. 
--~------- - --· ·-
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It is important that sources of reference should be plentiful 
and suitable to the varying interests al'l.d reading levels of the boy·s 
and girls. However, a wide selection is not enough. The students 
should be 1) encouraged to read with a definite purpose, 2) helped 
in seeking the right references, 3) gui1ed in the use of the necessary 
sldlls. ~Then the boys and girls realize they can enjoy reading, 
gain information, and practice their skills at the same time they 
will become less reluctant~ if not eager to learn. Reading need no 
longer be a stumbling block to success in social studies. 
3. Techniques 
l~eed for a realistic approach.- Successful teaching requires, 
first of all, consideration of the st~ent's needs and interests. 
These needs and interests determine the selection of materials. 
Guidance in using these materials enaoles the students to find plea-
sure in the reading designed to develop their social and civic d~ties 
and responsibilities. 
Brown points out that literature and social studies are two 
subjects wluch cover nearly all of the general and specific reading 
abilities and skills. The teachers of these subjects have an excell .... 
ent opportunity to help their pupils grow through reading.Y D 1 Ar11brosia 
is emphatic in saying that teachers must evolve special methods to 
instruct the non-academic child, and advises that -~hey never forget: 
1/ C.F.Brmvn, "Developing Readi~g Skills through Literature and 
Socia~ StudiesJJ, Th~ High School Jonrnal (October, 1952) 36:12-16. 
--· 
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"That in a democracy we must do as much for the 
individual as his capacity will pernit.. Brilliant stu-
dents must be given an opporbnity to develop into leaders 
of various fields. Those at the other extre•::.e must be 
developed so tpat their best potential position in society 
will become a realization." ]/ 
Featherstone reminds the teacher that no one has successfully 
made the slow learner learn anything he does not want to learn or 
2' . 
cannot learn.!! Since the slow learner and retarded reader are a 
part of the "regular" class, the course must be pla...."'l!led so th~.t 
they will want to learn and be able to learn. 
Principles for establishing techniaues.-- According to Gray~ 
reading is a four-step process--word perception, comprehension, 
~eaction and integration. These necessitate meaning-background. 
The more a pupil knows, the better he is able to read. What he 
reads enables him to learn more. Life experiences lend to reading 
experiences, and reading experience to vicarious experience.2/ 
Conventional methods in subject areas do not make sufficient 
allowance for the difficultie·s of the slow learner and retarded reader. 
The teacher must develop techniques which will enable them to 1) under-
stand and interpret the meaning of the author, 2) build up a background 
of reading experienceo 
y Louis M. D'Ambrosia "Ad~usting the Social Studies to the Non-
P-cademically Incli11.ed Child,j' High Points (January 1952) 34:13-18. 
2/ W .B.Featherstone, Teae~ing"""t'h9 Slow Learner, Bureau of Publications, 
'teachers College, Columbia Jniversity, New York, 1951, PP~l3. _ · 
3/ William S. Gra-y-, On Their Own in Reading, Scott Foresman and Comparmy, 
"New York 1948, p. 35. · 
~--
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The needs of the pupi:hs will vary and purposes in reading will 
differ. Techniques, appropriate to a situation, should 1) encourage 
the pupil to use the skills he knows, and 2) stimulate him to 
acquire new skills. Basically, the social studies teacher must 
choose a method which will help the pupils to: 
1. Build a good sight vocabulary 
2. Attack unfamiliar words and phrases 
J. Discover the organization o:f a book or article 
4. Recognize the main idea and supporting details 
5. Develop proper concepts of time and space 
6. Interpret illustrations, cartoons, maps, charts,and graphs. 
7 •. Test the reliability of the author 
8. Find and use supplementary materials to the best advantage 
9. Organize his own notes and written material.: 
Even this shortened list of reading skills will overwhelm 
those who are discouraged with the seeming lack of ability in their 
pupils. Therefore, the writer wishes to emphasize some points she has 
tried to convey throughout this thesis: 1) The subject teacher must 
learn to use developmental reading. 2) The slow learner can be taught 
to reason. 3) The causes of retardation in reading should be ascer-
tained. 4) The pupil's needs and interests must be met. Some :find.-
ings ccmcerning the retarded reader and the slovr reader, reViewed 
in the :follcrvdng paragraphs, may encourage those who must establish 
a developmenta~ program of reading. 
Slow learners ar.e capable of only the simpler :forms of associa-
tive learning and desire to manipulate the concrete rather than the 
l 
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abstract.!/ They can manage simple operations of reasoning. Problems 
involving complex processes should be avoided to enable the slow learner 
to experience success in reasoning. 
Because dull pupils differ from normal pupils in degree rather 
than in kind, the first lessons should be given through simple and . 
.familiar materials. AJ.l lessons should be planned carefully and pro-
ceed at slow tempo to giv;e the pupils time to think. Class activities 
should change often, but the goals of each activity should be clear 
d .f. ?:! an spec1 1c. 
Assignments .for Which the pupil felt he had no real need or 
ability may have nade him a reluctant reader. It is important that 
he discover for -himself that he can succeed in reading. This is 
possible i.f he is 1) given specific and meaningful assignments, 
and 2) allowed to progress at hi.s own pace. 
11 The procedures used in working '\vith slow· leal"'Il!i.ng 
students ••••• are not fundamentally different from pro-
cedures used with average and superior students. They 
too, must profit by extensive reading; the.y, too, under-
stand and remember better if they have first hand exper-
ience and if· ideas are made graphic; they, too, like to 
illustrate and dramatize what they read. The difference 
is chiefly in the slower pace of progress and the need 
for much more activity and varied repetition at each 
learning level." Jl 
Horn states that many difficulties have their source in care-
lessness or i."lcapacity to read, but he sa:rs that neither teacher nor 
pupil should take a fatalistic attitude. Skillful reading can be 
E Harry J o Baker, "Helping the Slow Learner!'; The National Education 
ssociation Journal (March, 1950), 39:178-189. · $./ Francis D. CUI'tiss,"Specific Su6gestions for Teaching Dull-Normal 
Pupils~~; School Review (September, 1936) 44:525-532. Jl Cc~•stance M. McCullough, et al., .2&?.·~·' p. 307. 
·. 
. ..,... 
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developed and 'their at,t,ention should be centered upon 
. improvement.Y Through the use of easy ma-terials, and with 
careful guidance, the teacher can give,:. the pupil a new start, 
and a chance of success. 
• 
V Ernest: ~orn, Methods of Ins-truction in the Social S-tudies, 
'Oharles Scnbner' s Sons, 'BOst:on, 1937, p. 2~ 
.. 
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CHAPTER. IV 
THE WORKBOOK 
LET US WORK 
for 
A Community of Nations 
by 
Agnes HcDermott 
·-
i 
TO THE TEACHER 
This workbo~k is based on the materials used in a unit on inter ... 
national eoopara~i~n. The exercises are designed to help the pupil 
devehp his reading ability, build good study habits, and improve 
his understanding ef world prsblems. 
Although this workb0ok is based on international cooperation, 
it may be used as a guide for other units. The author sincerel1 
hopes that it will be a valuable aid to teachers who wish to help 
the retarded reader. 
rc,:c=r . 
. 
I 
ii 
TO THE PUPIL 
This is a workbook "Which accompanies the unit on international 
cooperation.. It can help you ta become: 
1.. A better reader 
2. A better student 
3. A better citizen. 
As yeu do the exercises, let your imagination carry you around 
the werld. You will enjoy the trip. 
Safe journey and happy landingL 
-· 
• 
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cONTENTS 
•. 
Section Page 
1. The Alphabet Will Help You 1 
2. Choose the Right Meaning 9 
3. Find the Correct Answer 18 
e 4. Know How to Use a Book 23 
5. Use Bererences EfficientlY 25 
6. Discover Patterns of Organization 33 
7. Read the Newspaper • 46 
a. Chart a Course 51 
9. On Your Own 58 
--
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1.& THE ALPHABET WILL HELP YOU 
Copy the following list in the order the words muld be in if you 
looked for them in the, dictionary: 
prosper 
dependent, 
benefit 1 
propaganda 
abundance I' 
control i 
thrive 
agent 
cooperate '-, 
peril. 
complete " 
contribute ' 
--------" 
2 
2 
In Calmnn A copy the following words in the order i.n which they 
woul.d be if' you looked .f'or them in the dictionary: IDfiteri.al, scienti..f'ic, 
' \ ,1''' 
attainment, relationship, develapment, machi.ne, incite, war, missiles, 
destruction, guided, implements. · 
In Column B write a simple meaning opposite each word. 
Column A Colunm B 
1. 
2. 
3· 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a. 
9· 
lOo 
11. 
12 .. 
3 
A. Y$u ~ realize ~ha~ same a£ the words in exercise 2 ~ be 
used in pairs~ See how many pairs you can .findo 
Exas>le: war-t- machine = war machine 
B. Naw arrange these pairs alphabe~ically e 
A. Some of t.he words in exercise 2 may be used in pairs. Each 
pair forms a phrase which has a special meaning. See how many pairs 
you can find. 
Examples war + machine = war machine 
B. Now arrange these pairs alphabetically. 
. e 
~ -~ 
., 
4 
4 • 
In each group underline the word which -would come f'irst in the 
dictionary. 
1. limit, lab?r, love 
2. humane, ~dicap, heritage 
3. ·commission, committee, complain 
4. decision, delegate, declaration 
5. tact, table, tabulate 
6 .. report, quality, propose 
7. betterment, block, basis 
a. organization, oppose, opportunity 
9· justice, isolate, kindred 
10. underl3ing, understanding, unity 
11. value, veto, voluntary 
12 .. support, suggest, supervision 
5 
5 
In each of the f0l.J..&wing groups 111rite the ten w0rds in 
a.lphabetic~l order: 
Group J. Group 2 Group 1 
disaster illustrate recommend 
dut;r interpret refugee 
dispute international. regulate ' 
difference independent respect 1>' 
desperate investigate report:,.· 
discuss influentiaJL reservation k 
deal interdependent resettle· 
displa;r injustice realize 
decide informal , reflect 
direct interchange relief 
Gr19UP l. Group 2 Gro!£ 3 
• 
-
""" 
6 
6 
A. Suppose the guide words on certain pages o:t your dictionary 
are these: 
1. abdicate able 
2. accession account 
3. acquire actor 
4. acute ·adhere 
5. affair afraid 
6. again aggression 
7. ago aim 
8. arbiter archive 
9· assett assure 
10. attain attract 
Opposite each word in the list below,write the number of the pair 
o:t guide words between which the word comes • 
.E;xemPlest Acclaim comes between accession and account. Opposite 
acclaim in the list below write the number 2. 
Attend comes between attain and attract. Opposite 
attend write the number 10. Now continue. 
acclaim arbitrate 
attend assistance 
abide affect 
I 
action attitude 
adequate associate 
accomplish agency 
active adequate 
7 
B. Suppose you have :found another list o:f words, and you wish to 
know their correct meanings. Opposite each word in the list write the 
number o:f the pair o:f guide words between which you will :find each wordo 
l. path patrol· 
2. ~riod permit 
3. persist persuade 
4. pest petroleum 
5. plead pliable 
6. poverty pray 
7. primitive priority 
8. . prisoner·'~ proclaim 
9· progress prominence 
10 .. promise proper 
patriotic problem 
power pledge 
permanent procedure 
practical pra111.0te 
personal propaganda 
privilege principle 
petition prohibit 
8 
7 .• 
In your own dictionary what are the guide words on the page where 
each worli in Column A is to be found? Write the guide words beside the 
correct number in Column B. 
i. 
2. 
). 
4. 
5. 
6. 
1. 
2. 
). 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Column A 
subjugate 
bruta1 
goal 
diplomat 
neutral· 
existence 
Column B 
e· 
9 
g_. CHOOSE THE RIGHT MEANING 
1. 
(j. · You will see certain words in the newspaper nearly every 
day, and you ·will hear them on the radio and television. Some of the 
words are listed below.~ Write on each line what you believe to be 
the meaning of the word on the left. 
1. abundance 
2. propaganda 
3· dictate 
4. neutral 
5. interpret 
6. principle 
7. conference 
8. treaty 
9. delegate 
10. arbitration 
B. You will find each of the words listed above on pages 445 to 
451 in Your Life as a Citizen. Read this selection. Notice where you 
will find each of the words for Which you have just written meanings. 
'· 
10 
C Gau may wish to check these words with the dictionary. You 
will find that most of them have more than one meaning.. Copy the 
"'"" ~ definition for each word as it is used in this selection~ If 
you had picked the~ definition in Part A of this exercise, simply 
write correct. 
l. abundance 
2. propaganda 
:5· dictate 
4. neutral 
5· refugee 
6. principle 
7,. conference 
8. treaty 
9. delegate 
10. arbitration 
.;. __ 
ll 
2. 
·A. Below are two groups of -words. Most of them are mrds that 
you know and use. Each word in Group l ca.n be paired w.ith a word in 
Group 2 so that they form a phrase.. See if you can pair them. Write 
tbe correct word in Group 1 to the left of the word in Group 2.. You 
will find that these phrases are very often in the news. 
Group 1 Group 2 
spread ·-J '-~.l't ~-~-, relationship 
united ~bi~L .•. h. control. 
express s #"-.... ..._ .. ( 
• 
propaganda 
modern !NY. i 1 •. ..L front 
national ~)~...r..._·.,..Q. community 
scientific Q/\{ /~·'\_( !. .s opinions 
fal.se (had'-':~ warfare 
undermine :bdu... rumor 
secret s c.. l. I .. A t.M t '-· ("'~! ·~- developments 
incite 16 c~:b. workers 
absol.ute 1).1\'\. et • .t..~ r-.-J.h:..... trade 
close (pronounced klos) ~ '- e.A.Jt. t agent 
l2 
B. Do you know the meaning of the phrases which you have formed 
in Group 2? Copy the list below. Beside each phrase write a brief 
detiniiiion. Check wiiih your dictionary it you are noii sure of the 
correct meaning~ 
6. 
7. 
B. 
9· 
10. 
11. 
-------------------------
-------------------------
12. ------------
c. Now look on pages 444 to 446 in Your Life as a Citizen. ]'ind 
these phrases. Each phrase is in a different sentence. Substitute 
your meaning tor the phrase. Does the sentence mean the~ to you? 
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A., In each group ot words three words have the. same meaning, but 
one does not belong in the group. Underline the word that does not 
belong. 
Example t famine, hunger,· longing, desire 
1. struggle, collision, fight, conflict 
2. quality, characteristic, feature, note 
3. respect, consideration, concern, rate 
4. ruin, mark, wreck, destroy 
5. achieve, accomplish, reward, triumph 
B. Opposite each word listed below, write another word that 
bas the same meaning. 
1. prosperity 
2. humane 
3. ruthless 
4. attention 
5. main 
Related Words: You :may know the meaning of the words in Column A~ 
If you do not know the meaning of a word, look in your dictionary to 
< 
find the correct meaning. When you are sure of the correct meaning, 
see if you can build another word from it. Write the word ·you build 
in Column B., 
Column A· Colunm. B 
1. base 1. basic 
2. special 2. specialize 
3· effect 3. effective 
·Column A Column B 
1. region 1. 
2. propose 2. 
3· reflecrt.i .•: . 
4 .. exist 
5 .. agent 
6.·e: c :.decide 
7. promote 
8. assist a. 
9. diplomat 
10. regulate 10·-~-------
Synonyms: For each \'lord in A you will find a word with the same 
meaning in Column B. Write the number of the word in Column A to 
the left of the word that has the same meaning in Column B~ 
Column A Column B 
1. benefit prosper 
2. thrive sign 
;. incite need 
4. depend kind 
5· symbol promise 
6. human explain 
1· control base 
8. pledge help 
9e establish arouse 
10 .. interpret regulate 
15 
Did you guess? Remember your dictionary is alw~s ready to help you 
when you are not sure of a word. 
... 
Anto!JYl!!S: Two wards may have opposite meanings. These are called 
antenyms. Fer each -word in Column A you 'Will find a word with an 
opposite meaning in Column B. Write the number of the word in 
•· ¥ .. .:.•=. 3.4 . .If . ~· ·*# ..• 
16 
Column A te the left of the word with an opposite meaning in Column B. 
Column A Colunm B 
1 .. oppose suggest 
2. argument create 
3. dictate complete 
4 .. devastate relief 
5. block discussion 
6. suffering lenient 
7e destruction allow 
8. destroy recommend 
9· limit contribution 
10. severe pn!cnitote 
e 
17 
Context Clues: Read page 41.6 in Your Life as a Oitizen •. Colunm A 
is a list of words, used on this page. i Colunm B has a definition f'or 
each word •. Look back at the paragraphs to get clues from the context. 
! 
When you have decided on the correct meaning f'or a word, put the 
number of' the meaning to the left of the word in Column A. 
Column A Column B 
contribute 1. plenty 
complete 2. kind 
involve ,3. wise 
nature 4. unhappy and restless 
abundance 5., succeed 
benefit 6. gain 
advisable 7. give or share with others 
thrive 8. finished 
dissatisfied 9· make necessary 
18 
2.!., YOU CAN FIND THE RIGHT ANSWER 
Neighbors across the Sea 
A. Study the following questions until you have them clearl;r 
in mind. Then read pages . 3.3 and 34. Try to find the answer to each 
question in one reading. 
1. What do Americans and Britons have in common which makes it 
easy for us to understand one another? 
2. Wey have our ways of living and thinking come most:cy- from 
Great Britain? 
3. What has helped us to know and understand the British people 
te&y better than we ever did before? 
4. 'When did some British children learn to love the United 
States.almost as much as they love their own Great Britain? 
B. Study this set of questions. Continue reading to page )6. 
Try to find the correct answers to each question in one reading. 
1. Where do the representatives of the ~itish people meet 
and make laws? 
2. What do the British people call their "chief executive?" 
3. Who are the independent members of the British family of 
nations? 
4. For what reason do the representatives of these nations 
often meet? 
19 
5. What name is given to members of the British family who do 
not govern themselves? 
c. You will have to look carefully for the answers to these 
questions. You will find them on pages 69 to 72. The topics will 
guide you in your reading. 
· 1. On what kind of products will you most often find the label 
"Made in Francefl9 
2. What important reason has made the French people skillful 
workers? 
3. Vuhat are the two great manufacturing centers in northern France? 
4. What do the mines in northern France produce? 
5t What goods do the mills manufacture? 
20 
6., 'What product must France impert from Germany? 
D. Study these questions carefully. Then read pages 76 to 81, 
and find the correct answers .. 
1., 'When did GeriDB.l'lY become a united nation? 
.2. What has been the greatest fault of the German people? 
3. 'How much territory did Germany lose as a result of Worl.d 
War ll? 
t.. What do the Americans, the British, and the French want the 
Germans to learn? 
5. What must Germany do in order to feed her peep1e? 
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2. 
How People of Different Nations Have Tried to Work Together for 
Peace (Smith: Your l..if~--a.~~ .a_ Citizen, page 446) gives a brief history 
of the International Red Cross. If you read this histor.r carefully, 
· you will be able to supply the mi~sing words in the sentences in this 
exercise. 
A. The missing -words are included in the following list: 
concern, committee, label, representatives, victims, organization, 
relief, protection, service, welfare, friendship, symbol. 
B. Eight words are missing in the sentences below. Choose the 
missing words from the list in Section A, and put eaoh one in the 
proper place. 
1. The Red Cross is an international • 
--------
2. It grew out of a for human suffering. 
3. A flag wi. th a red cross and "Wh.i te background is the 
of the Red Cross. 
-------
lt.. In 1864, twenty-six countli.--es sent------- to 
Geneva, Svd tzerland. 
5. They wanted to make sure that the------- of 
war would receive humane treatment. 
6. They also wanted . for doctors and nurses 
serving in the battle areas under the Red Cross flag. 
7.. Today the Red Cross workers give ------- to 
people all over the world in time of trouble. 
B. The members of the Junior Red Cross are interested in 
promoting ------- among. children everywhere. 
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2.3 
,k. KNOW HOW TO USE A BOOK 
1. 
Column A is a list of words that are important if you wish to use a 
book correct~ and to advantage. Column B gives the meaning of these 
. . 
words. See if you can match the meanings and the words correct'4r. 
Write the number of the correct meaning to the left of the word in 
Column A-$ This exercise is diVided into two parts. 
Co~umn A 
Title. 
Author 
Publisher 
Contents 
Index 
Co~umn A 
Table 
Appendix 
Glossary 
Part 1 
Column B 
1. A list of names of the. units and chap-
ters in a book. 
2. Name of a book. 
.3. One who has written a book. 
4. One who sells a book. 
5. An alphabetical arrangement of the con-
tents of a book. 
Part 2 
Co~umn B 
le A kind of plan drawn to show. the location 
or features of a ce.rtain place. 
2. A list of important figures or facts • 
.3. Information added at the end of a book. 
4. A list of words that have special mean-
ing in a book. 
5. A drawing made up of lines and curves to 
represent numbers. 
• 
• 
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In Your Country and t.he \'lorld you will find t.he items listed below. 
To t.he left. of each it.em put. t.he number of the page on which you will find 
the it.em. 
___ 1. A chapt.er on Our Changing Count.ry. 
__ .-2.. Capitals of t.he principal countries in the world. 
__ _..;. A colored map of t.he world population. 
___ 4. Information about. t.he League of Nat.ione. 
__ .J5. A chapt.er on Trade bet.ween Na t.ione,. 
6. The pronu.nciat.ion of the Hague. 
---
1· A map showing the coal fields and iron ore deposits 
---
of Europe • 
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.2, USE REFERENCES EFFICIENTLY 
• 1 .. 
The index: Below is a sample index. It is very much like the index 
you vdll find in a:ny non-fiction book. 
-A• ATLANTIC CHARTER, 451- 452 
CHOLERA, WHO battle against, 457 - 458 
COOPERATION, importance of international, 445 - 446; examples of' 
international, 446 - 459; personal responsibility for inter-
national, 46o - 464 
DELEGATES to national conventions of political parties, 34o - 341; 
to national conventions of clubs and organizations; to United 
Nations, 454, 455 
EPIDEMIC, 23 - 24; vrork of WHO in controlling, h''l - 458 
LEAGUE OF NATIONS, 448 - 451 
L!E, TRYGVE, 456 
PROPAGANDA, use or, 437 - 439; techniques 439 - 440 
UNITED NATIONS, 39; Organizati~n,of, chart 45o; steps leading to 
formation or, 451- 452; ana]Jrsis of, 451- 456; accomplish-
ments 456 - 459; map of, 458; our personal responsibilities 
in regard to, 461 - 462, 463 - 464 
WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION, 457 - 458 
Be Using the above index, find the number of the page or pages on 
~ich you m~ find answers.for the questions given belowe Write the 
correct page or pages to the left of each question. 
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What is the nationality of Trygve Lie? 
~~en do people or nations use propaganda? 
How many delegates may each member nation send to the 
General Assembly of the. United Nations? 
What was the purpose of the Atlantic Charter? 
How can you help to promote international cooperation? 
When was the League of Nations formed? 
Where will you find a chart or the United Nations? 
c. Under what topics may one look for information on tne remarkable 
achievements or WHO in checking the cholera epidemic in Egypt in 1947? 
:.-. 
.r 
2. 
Encyclopedi~: Perhaps you would like to know more about certain 
places and people mentioned in your textbook and class discussions. 
An encyclopedia is a good place to find accurate information. 
Column A is the list of an encyclopedia of six volumes. Column B 
has a list of names which you_ will .:find in these six volumes. To the 
lett of each item in Column B,write the number of the volume in which 
you will find the name. 
Column A 
VolU)i1el 
>~A-
cHA: 
Volume 2 
CHA 
FRE 
Volume 3 · 
FRE 
LAM 
VolUllle 4 
LAM 
PAM 
Volume 5 
.PAM 
SPE 
Volume 6 
SPE 
z 
Colunm B 
WoodNJ1r Wilson 
Dumbarton Oaks 
Universal Postal Union 
Aristide Briand 
Mahatma Gandhi 
Geneva 
Monroe Do etrine 
Theodore ~osevelt 
Panama Canal 
Versailles 
The Hague 
-2.8 
Card Catalogue - In the card catalogue you will find three cards for 
each book that is in the librar,y: one for the subject, one for the 
author's name, and one for the title of the book. All these cards are 
filed together, alphabetically. Th~are filed in cabinets made up of 
drawers. 
' A. Column A is a ·list of the drawers in a card catalogue. Column 
B is a list of subjects, authors and titles. To the left of each item 
. in Column B, write the number of the drawer in which you will find the 
card. 
Column A Column B 
1 .. A- B 1. United Nations Primer 
2.. The Burma Road 
2.. C-D 
==l: Russia1 a Story !J.!om Galt ;. E-F 5· Religion· 
==6· John Hersey 4. G-H 
. -- 1· -P(;.ul de Kruif 8. Gerrae.zw · 
5· I-J-K __ 9. The Three Sisters · 
10. Indie. 
6. L-M -u. Valent--i -Angelo 
-12. Inventors behind the Inventor 
1· N- 0 -1;. Mlsio 14. Coal 
8. P- Q-R 15 .. Oil 
16. Rights of Man 
9. S - T 17. -Chester Williams 
18. He1•e Ie India 
10. u- v- w -19. They Came From France 
_20. Lands Down Under 
11. X- Y- Z 
j 
.e 
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4. 
A. Every- book in a library- has a number. The :number tells where 
the book can be found. Most librarians use the Dewey system to number 
the books. This system divides a~ books into ten groups, and the 
books are put on shelves and numbered according to these groups. These 
groups and their numbers are: 
000 - 099 General works (including reference books) 
200 .... 299 Philosophy" 
300- 399 Seoielegy 
400- 499 Philology 
5oo - 599 Science 
6oo - 699 Useful. Arts 
700- 799 Fine Arts 
Boo ... 899 Literature 
900 - 999 Histor.v. 
B. All of the books whose titles are listed below are in the 
librar,y. Look in the card catalogue for the card for each book. To 
the left of each title write the number of the group in Which the 
book will be found. You will find the number of the book in the upper 
right-hand corner of the card. 
l. Microbe Hunters 
2 • Long Adventure, the Story- of Winston Churchill 
3.. How the Great Religions Began 
4.. The Real Book about Inventions 
5. Peoples of the Earth 
6. Milestones of Medicine 
7 • How the United Nations Works 
8. Book of Knowledge 
9. China t s Story 
10 • Nehru o:t India 
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Your library has many- books about different subjects. Find the 
title of a book for each of the subjects li'sted in Column A. When you 
have found it, write the title of the book and the name o:r the author 
apposite the correct number in Column B. 
Column A 
l .. coffee 
2. stamps 
.3. human rights 
4 .. the harbors o:r China 
~ .. industries of France 
6. air routes to Russia 
7. .fighting malaria 
B .. rubber 
9. coal 
10. oil 
Column B 
Title Author 
7Q 
8. 
9o 
Title 
10·----------------------------------
32 
Author 
----
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6.. DISCOVER PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION 
~-- Place each of the following groups of terms in time order 
E?WIPle; plan suggest 
suggest discuss 
discuss plan 
build bo.ild 
A. argue 
fight 
destroy 
disagree 
B. sell products 
manufacture goods 
raise standard of living 
buy ra.w materials 
make a. profit 
c. World War I 
The Hague Peace Conferences 
The War ld Court 
The League of Nations 
D. Good Neighbor Policy 
Monroe Doc trine 
,_ 
The International Bed Croas 
Open Door in China 
Univel'saT Postal Union 
Eo Dumbarton Oaks 
United Nations 
San Francisco Conference 
UNESCO 
Atlantic Charter 
3h 
Main idea- ... Place the main idea first. Then list the examples. 
In each list there is one item that dees not beleng in that list. 
Example= planes Transportation 
transportation 
trains trains 
mation ecean vessels 
e:cean vessels planes 
A, calender 
flags 
common standards 
weights and measures 
8,1Stem of numbers 
B. mediation 
settlement 
compromise 
arbitration 
interference 
c. custoJII. 
rule 
guide 
request 
regulation 
e· Contrast - - Place the follo-wing words in two columns so that they 
show contrast<i 
Exa!n.Ele: create, destroy, ruin, establish, build, devastate 
Column. A ' Column B 
create 
establish 
build 
destroy 
ruin 
devastate 
promote, deter, restrain, raise, advance, black, help, discourage, 
oppose, prevent, support, stop, further, resist, elevate, assist, 
check, aid. 
Column A Column B 
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This exercise 'Will help you to understand how an author follows 
a pattern in his writing. 
Read each of the follo-wing selections and decide which pattern it 
follows~ When you have decided l'li"i. te the name of the pattern to the left 
of the number of each selection~ The patterns are: ~' main idea, 
and contrast. 
------- 1.. We have been engaged in a struggle for world under.... 
standing. It is a struggle for mutual respect among nations instead 
ef uncontrelled nationalism, in which each nation pursues pure~ selfish 
ends. It is a struggle for freedom of all people rather than freedom 
for only those who are fortunate enough to live in rich and powerful 
nations~~ Above all, it is a struggle £or peace in a world which has 
known littl.e peace. 
(Glendinning: Your Country and the World) 
------- 2. It was in 1941. ·The Evttopean war was still going 
ono The Germans had conquered the greater part of Europe and were 
threatening England. Along 'W:i. th people all over the world we were 
hoping for peace. At this time President Franklin D. BOosevel.t o£ the 
United States and Prime Minister Winston Churchill o£ Great Britain 
met somewhere in the Atlantic and made a joint declaration of the peace 
aims of their two countries. This was called the Atlantic Charter. 
(Smith: Your Life as a Citizen) 
------- 3. The United Nations is an association of independent 
nations which realize the need o£ working together £or a better world. 
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They have pledged themselves to settle their differences by peaceful. 
means and to cooperate in solving international problems. The United 
Nations is not a world government. It does not make laws. It collects 
facts, studies them, and then recommends what action should be taken. 
As more and more nations become members of the United Nations, its 
recommendations gain force because they reflect world opinion. 
(Smith: Your Life as a Citizen) 
------- 4. After two months of bard work, the members oft he 
San ...,.rancisco Conference completed the Charter of the United Nations. 
It was to come into force as soon as it had been app:roved by France, 
. China, Great Brit8.in, the United States, Soviet .Russia, and a majority 
of the other nations represented at the San Francisco Conference. The 
delegates took copies of the Charter back to their countries. By 
October 24, 1945, enough countries had approved the Charter to all.Gw 
the United Nations to come into existence. 
(Smith: Your Life as a Citizen) 
------- 5. In this troubled world actual war has not dis-
appeared. When it occurr;J it is more terrible than ever before. The 
implements of modern warfare can bring greater destruction upon the 
earth and its people than the weapons used in earlier day's. There is 
no lmown defense against guided missiles and atomic bombs. No one is · 
safe from their devastation. Those who will not become good neighbors 
in order to enrich their lives find it necessary to become geod neighoors 
simpl,y to ;ere serve their lives. 
(Smith: Your Life as a Citizen) 
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6. Time was when wars were fought by- a few hired 
-------
soldiers. Loss of life was relative~ small, and civilian populations 
were affected very- slightl-8". But today 1s war affect 'Whole nations 
and peoples. ·Civilians die beside their machines as soldiers die beside 
their guns •. 111\rers of blood are shed and disease and death stalk 
everywhere. Unless the peace arrangements which follow are just to 
aU people, their remains on13' a heritage of want, suffering~ and hate. 
(Adams and .Walker: Democratic Citizenship 
in Today's World) 
r---
I 
II 
This exercise 'Will help you to understand how an author uses 
patterns in his writings. O)ometimes an author uses more than one pat-
tern to express his ideas, but there is always one pattern which you 
will recognize as the controlling pattern in a selection. 
Read the following selections and decide which pattern the author 
follows. Follow the directions when you fill in the spaces below each 
.selection. 
DIRECTIONS: 
A. When the pattern is ~ fill in the spaces as followsl 
Pattern: Write the word ~· 
Topic: State the chief event. 
Items: List the events leading up to the chief event. 
B. When the pattern is main idea fill in the spaces as follows: 
Pattern: Write the wards main idea. 
Topict State the main idea. 
Items: List the supporting ietailso 
c. When the pattern is contrast fill in the spaces as follows: 
Pattern: Write the word contrast. 
Topic: State the two things which the author contrasts. 
Items~ Make two lists, one for each of the two things that 
are being contrasted. 
Your Count;cy and the World 
l. After the death of President Roosevelt, Stalin, Churchill, 
and President Truman met in Berlin. Later, after Churchill had lost 
p .. · 
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the election in Britain, CJ.ement Atlee, the new Prime Minister met 
with Stalin and Truxn.a.rte Such meetings were attended by many of the 
high-ranking officials from the Big Three nations, as well as from 
Cnina, France, and several other countries. Those who were present 
were ohiefly .experts on naval and military a.t'.t'airs; but there were also 
experts in such fields as transportation problems, .t'ood problems, 
money problems, and international political relations. These men lm~W 
that planning to win the war was not sufficient. They lmew that the 
world must also plan for peace. As a result other meetings followed 
with representatives from many nations. Some meetings were devoted to 
.food and money.. Others dealt:·:with the problem of setting up a world 
organization to insure peace and security .t'or all nations. 
Pat term 
Topic: 
Items* 
2. Providing sufficient food to insure health and strength .for 
their people is one of the oldest and most serious problems of poor 
nations. This is di.t'ficult for most of us to understand because we 
live in a nation that has more food than any other country. But even 
in times of peace the peoples of entire nations have gone hungry, and 
millions have actuall;r starved to death. We have learned that this 
is especially true in China and India. We may also remember that 
i 
.. , 
even in our own Ja.nd during "hard times," many people have been 
hungry .. 
Pattern: 
Topic: 
Items: 
3. The problems of war are many and they must be solved quickly. 
The United Nations solved their problems and emerged victorious. The 
Axis powers were unable to solve theirs and went do-wn to defeat. But, 
in a sense 1 it was relati ve]Jr easy for the United Nations to solve their 
war problems. Nations fighting for their existence have little time 
to quarrel among themselves<. It was a case of uniting and staying 
united, or of losing the war .. 
Pattern: 
Topic: 
Items: 
4. The United States has reached another crossreads in histor,y. 
According to men who have studi.ed the problem of the future, this nation 
can choose to follow one of two paths.. One path leads to isolationism, 
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the other to broad international cooperationo Which way shall we 
go'l · To some extent the choice is not ours to make, although it is 
true that the attitudes and behaviors of other nations will influence the 
course that we will finally follow.. If we choose to be intense~ 
isolationist, we shall build a sort of wall arotmd ourselves and have 
little to do "With the rest of the world and its problems. Such a 
course is nearly impossible to take. We need sever~l important producta 
from other parts of the world, as we have already learned.. Also, mod-
ern inventions have knit the world so close~ together that it is hard~ 
possible for any- nation to live by itself. Even if we should be able 
to do it, we would be inviting trouble from other nations, who would be 
continually trying to break down the wall around us .. 
Pattern: 
Topic: 
Items: 
5. Chie.f)Jr under control of the United States, the Japanese were 
instructed in democratic ways, and soon they were allowed to set up 
their ow.n government. Like the Germans, they were watched in order 
that they might not slip back into their old beliefs and ways of doing 
things. Japan has even been allewed to resume some of its 1rorld trade. 
This was done so that it could help te support itself. One of Japan's 
most serious problems is how to feed its people and pq its way without 
.. 
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havi.ng as yet regained a prominent place in the world trade. In the 
meantime feod and materials from the United States have kept Japan from 
complete collapse. Undoubted'l;r it 'Will take many years before the world 
lmows how tru.J.y the Japanese have been able to change to the democratic 
way ef life. It is their first experience with democracy, and democratic 
way-s of living need to be learned and mrked for. They cannot be put 
on as one puts on a new coat. 
Pattern& 
Top~: 
Items: 
6. You will remember that your ancestors conquered a wilderness 
and pushed the frontiers from the shores of the Atlantic to the .far 
Pacific. They labored over high mountains and stubbornly crossed 
blistering deserts. They built the wor1.d's greatest agricu1.tura1. and 
manufacturing nation, and they did it knowing that there were freedom 
and opportunity for all. Now there is a new wilderness to conquer, a 
wilderness o.f fear and international misunderstandings, a wilderness 
still marked by ignorance, intQlerance, and jealousy. Some of the 
paths through this vd1.derness have been blazed by you. You must follow 
them and in addition blaze new and broader paths. You must not give 
up if the going is hard. You must learn to take hard lmocks and keep 
pushing forward.. You must. mold t.he tut.ure world int.o a more decent. 
world. 
Pat. tern; 
Topict 
Items: 
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7 • REA.D THE NEWSPAPER 
-
A~ In Better English read from page 217 to page 220.. You will 
find a definition for each term listed below. If you wish, you mq 
write a brief definition beside each term. 
news stor:r 
headline 
article 
column 
editorial 
feature st0ry 
B. Now examine the newspaper which you have brought to sehool 
todq., Answer the following questions. 
1. How many items of national or international importance 
are on the first page? 
2. How can you quickly tell what a news stor:r is about? 
"•.rt:_' ,.,?·.)f Y .• 
.3. Does the newspaper have any articles? 
--
If so, give 
the topic or topics~ 
/ 
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4~ Do any columnists write for this paper? __ If so, give 
the name or names. 
5. 1'lhat is the topic of the chief editorial in the ne\'1Spaper 
you have today? 
6. Read this editorial. Do you agree with it? __ _ Do you 
think it is fair? ____ _ Give your rea.!lon. 
"\··7. Can you find a feature story in this paper? ___ _ Explain 
\'lhy you think it is a feature story. Your teacher will be 
glad to check your choice of a feature story if you are not 
sure of your selection • 
. e. 
' 
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2. 
Your teacher w.ill give y.ou a list of items which you should be 
able to find in the daily newspaper. You w.ill write each item which the 
teacher· gives you beside a number in Column A. I:f' an item is in the 
newspaper write yes or ~ beside t.he correct number in Column B. In 
Colunm.. C write news story, article, column, editorial, or feature 
story beside the correct number. 
Column A Column B Column C 
1!0 1. 1. 
2. 2. 2. 
3· 3. ·3· 
4~ 4 .. 4. 
5~ 5. 5. 
6. 6. 6. 
7~ 7. 1· 
8. 8. 8. 
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3· 
Your t.eacher will give you a list of names t.hat. are in th~ news. 
Do you lmow why they are .'·.m the news'? Copy the list of names. Beside 
each name write one sentence which tells why that name has news val.ue 
today. Be sure to check with a very recent newspaper. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Name News VaJ.ue 
-------, 
; 
Your teacher will either assign yau a news story or let yau choose 
a news story that has national or international importance. It will 
have at least three paragraphs. Write the main idea of each paragraPh 
belawo If it has more than three paragraphs, write the main idea of 
only the first three paragraphs. 
1. 
·~·· ~ ....... ·"V""W'~~:~"":·· ~. 
/ 
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ft. CHART A COURSE , 
- 1 .. 
From one City to Another 
In this exercise you are to find out the time it takes to travel 
from one given city to another by certain means of transportation. 
A. The cities mentioned in this exercise are Miami, New York, 
Moscow, London, Bagdad, and Chicago. The means of transportation are 
:elane, train, and ocean vessel. You will need to know the tra.veling 
~between some of these cities. Where would you find the information?. 
Check the source or sources o'f information which you would use. 
___ 1. . encyclopedia 
___ 2. time-.tables 
___ 3.. atlas 
---
4. World Almanac 
___ 5. shipping schedules 
B. To the left of each line below is the name of the city which 
is the starting point of a trip. At the right of the line is the name 
of the city which is the end of the trip. Below each line is the means of 
transportation used to travel between these t'\'10 cities. Above each line 
write the length of time it wiJ.l take to travel by the means of trans-
portation named below the line. 
Methods of Transwrtation and the Traveling Time 
Example: 
Ne't.-v York 
Boston 
3 hours,. 55 minutes 
train 
2 hours, 10 minutes 
plane 
Boston University 
ichool of Educatiou 
Library ' 
Washington 
Washington 
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Miami New York 
train 
New York Moscow 
plane 
New York 
ocean vessel 
London 
New York ·~gdad 
plane 
Chicago Moscow 
train and ocean vessel 
Chicago Moscow 
plane 
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2 .. 
·Around -the World by Plane 
In this exercise you will discover the length o£ -time it takes 
to fly from Washington -to some of the important ci t,ies in t,he world. 
A. In Column A you will find a list of cities in all parts of 
the world. Each city is numbered. Beside the correct, number in Column 
B write the distance between Washington and each of these cities. Be-
side the correc-t number in Column 0 write the length of time it would 
take w fiy from Washington to each of -these cities. 
Oolumn A Oolumn B Oolumn 0 
1. London 1. 1. 
-------
2. Casablanca 2. 2. -----'----
3. Capetown 3· 3· -------
4. Rio de Janiero 4. 4. 
5. Sidney !). $; -------
6. Delhi 6. 6. 
-------
7. Chungking 7· 7. ______ _ 
8. Moscow. e. e. ______ _ 
B. In the chart. below~ the circle in the center represents Washington. 
At the end of each line is the name of one of the important cities. Below 
the name of each city write the number of miles between Washington and that, 
city. 
' 
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Flying Time 
Moscow London 
Sidney Rio de Janeiro 
C,. Suppose one inch equals 16 hours of flying time. On each 
line in the chart above measure the number of hours it takes to fly 
from Washington to the city named at the end of the line. Place a 
triangle /), at the correct point to represent the flying time between 
11J'ashington and that city. 1fuen you have finished, you will have a 
picture of the flyin~ time from Washington to many of the important 
cities in the world .. 
D. You know the time it takes to fly from "Tashington to London, 
and each of the other citie~ named above. You may like to go a step 
~her and find the time it takes to fly from_London to Casablanca, 
and so on to Moscow, and back to Washington. If you add all these flying 
times together, you will know how much time you would spend in the air 
if you visited all these cities in the order in which they are listed in 
Column A above. 
.. ., 
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Toward a Better World 
In this exercise you are to find the dates of some important 
events in the development of international cooperation. You will 
then be able to show on a chart the amount of time passed between 
each event. 
A. To the left of each item write the year that it was declared 
or established• 
lionroe ·Doctrine 
International Red Cross 
Universal Post~-GR "--' 
------_.....---
The Hague Court 
League of Nations 
Kellogg - Briand Pact 
' The United Nations 
B. In the .chart below each vertical line represents the date 
printed at the bottom of the line. Using the dates from the above list 
make a point. on the horizontal line where you think eadh date belongs. 
From that point draw a line parallel to the vertical lines. On each 
'·. 
line you draw, write the correct item from the above list which the line 
represents. 
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~ ~· 
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tt\ 
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- ------~~ 
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ON YOUR OWN 
lo 
One World 
A. Study the following questions until you have them· clearly in 
mind. Then read the selection from One \'Jorld which is in Windows 
on the World.. Try to find the answers to each question. 
1. How m.ant miles did Wendell Wilkie travel between August 14 
and August 26 in 1942? 
2. What was the total number of hours that he and his party 
were in the air? 
3. '\'Jhat is the one idea which millions of men all over the· world 
have in common? 
4. w~at was the real reason for the success of the American 
Revolution? 
5. vJhat ct;mdition made the first 1vorld War a war without victory? 
6. 1fuat did Wendell Wilkie dread? 
7. 1fuat fact ma.de it impossible for the United States to withdraw 
from world affairs after the Second vlorld War? 
.~· 
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8. On what basis must peace be planned? 
9. ~bat have the people in Eastern Asia and Europe learned about 
men 1 s \'tel fare throughout the world? 
10. wbat must be found before we can have real peace? 
11. How can we keep our present standard of living in P~erica? 
12. '\11hat do our friends in the East expect of us? 
B. Wendell Wilkie 1 s book One World was published in 1943. Since that 
time some of the things Mr. Wilkie feared have come true. Find two 
statements which may not be as true today as in 1943. Write them belO't>i. 
1. 
2. 
c. What did Mr .. Wilkie believe was the real cause of the failure of the 
League of Nations. \'Jrite your answer below. 
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D. What, do you think, threatens the ·success of the United Nations today? 
Write your answer below. 
E. You may want to know more about \vendell Wilkie. Name three guides 
to sources of information which you would use to learn more about him. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
',· 
"'·.' 
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2o 
The Charter of the United Nations 
A. Read the Preamble to the Charter of the United Nations. 
B. In what way is this preamble like the Preamble to the 
Constitution of the United States? 
i 
c. Write your answer to the left of each of the following questio~s$ 
------- 1.. When was the Charter of the United Nations 
written? 
2. Where was it written? 
-------
------- 3• How many nations were represented when the 
Charter was signed? 
___________ 4. How many nations are members of the United 
Nations organization today? 
D. Write below a list of the nations who are members of the 
United Nations today. Put a check mark (v') beside each nation 
whose representatives signed the charter. 
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E~ Does the number of checkmarks in D equal the number you have 
written in C-3? If not, find the reason why they are not 
the same~ 
,~ The United Nations 
A. Below are listed the names of_three important groups of the 
United Nations, two commissions, and three special agencies. 
:Hili tary Staff 
Security Council 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
Human Rights 
General Assembly 
Food and Agriculture Organization 
1'Jorld Health Organization 
Economic and Social Council 
6.3 
See if you can separate the above list into groups, commissions, 
and special agencies. List them under the correct heading. 
1.. Groups 
2. Commissions 
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B. See if you can put each group, commission, and epecial ~gency listed 
above in the correct place in this chart. The top line is for the name 
of the largest group. The two shorter lines are for the names of the 
smaller grotips. The shortest lines are for the names of the commissions 
and special agencies which work under the direction of the smaller groups. 
An Example of the \'lork of the United Na tiona 
c. Through FAO the United Nations is trying to help millions of people 
around the world who do not have enough to eat. Column A has a list of 
countries which have been helped by FAO. Beside the correct number in 
Column E, write one thing that FAO has done for each of these countries. 
Column A Column B 
l. Ethiopia 1. 
2 .. Poland 2. 
,. Ecuador ;s. 
4. Austria 4. 
,. Thailand 5· 
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D. Through WHO the United Nations has been trying to keep people all over 
the world heal thy o Can you tell one thing WHO h?-s done for each of the 
countries in Column A. Write answer in Column B. 
Column A Column B 
1. Egypt 1. 
2._ Guatemala 2. 
3. Palestine 3. 
4! India 4. 
5. Greece 5. 
~ct and Opinion 
In the sentences below, some of the sentences are statements 
of fact, and others are statements of opinion. Read each statement 
carefUlly, and then decide whether it is a fact or opinion. To the 
lett of each statement write either~ or opinion. 
1$ No war has ever accomplished a~ good for the world. 
2. A high tariff increases the prosperity of a country. 
3. The border between Canada and the United States is. 
not fortified. 
4. All problems of an international nature should be 
settled~y the United Nations. 
5. The Atlantic Ocean is no longer a barrier bet,'leen 
America and Western Europe. 
6. Control of the atomic bomb will insure peace. 
7. The Point Four program will help backward nations. 
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s. The United States and the Soviet Union come closer than 
any other nations to supplying their own needs. 
9. The Russian people do not want peace. 
10. The United Nations will not be able to prevent another 
war. 
11. In a cold war nations try to harm or destroy each other 
by using other methods than shooting. 
12. The official headquarters of the United Nations is in 
the United States. 
-· 
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Imports and Exports 
OUr countr,r is a land of rich resources. We need, however, some 
products which other countries have. In doing this exercise, you may 
use The World Almanac. 
A. In Column A you will find a list of products we import from other 
countries. Find out how much of each product we use has to be imported 
from other countries. Write the per cent of each product we import 
beside the correct number in Column B. 
Column A Column B 
lo tin l. 
2. copper 2. 
;. platd.:num ;. 
4. mercur,r 4. 
5· rubber 5· 
6. jute 6. 
1· flax 1· 
8. tea 8. 
9. coffee 9· 
10. sugar 10. 
B. Let one-half inch equal ten per cent. Use the figures in Column B 
above. From the vertical line draw a horizontal line opposite each product 
to equal the amount we import. When you have finished, you will have a 
chart which §bows the percentage of some of our imports. 
--
Percentage of Imports 
1. tin 
2. copper 
3. platinum 
4. mercury 
5. rubber 
6e jute 
7. flax 
s. coffee 
9. tea 
10. sugar 
c. Perhaps you will be interested in listing some other products our 
country imports and making a bar graph like the one above,. 
Imports Percentage 
Bar Graph 
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D. Then you may go a step further and list some of our exports, 
make a bar graph, and compare the bar graph with our imports. 
Exports Percentage 
Bar Graph of Exports 
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6. 
Busy Places Across the Seas 
You have heard the names listed in Column A mentioned in school~ 
in the news, and in stories. Can you m~tch the cities in Column A 
with the descriptions in Column B? Write the number of the correct 
description to the left of each city in Column A. 
Column A 
Singapore 
Hong Kong 
Kunming 
Lhasa 
Yokohama 
Bombay 
Rangoon 
Bangkok 
Column B 
1. It is in the "land of th~ free"~ 
exports rice and teak, and is an 
impo~ant airstop. 
2. It is a British crown colony, an 
airport~ and a seaport i'rom which 
goods are reshipped to other nations. 
3. It is a cotton manufacturing city. 
4. It is the seaport of Tokyo. 
5. It is a busy seaport and a separate 
British colony .. 
6. It is an important link in China• s 
air transportation. 
7.. It is the capital of a country 
which is a land of mystery .. 
S. It is a holy city~ but four-fifths 
of the trade of the country it is 
in goes through its doors. · 
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7. 
Some Opinions 
Below are selections which have been taken from the writings and 
speeches of certain men. The name of the author is given at the end of 
each selection. Read the selections and then answer the questions at 
the end of each selection. 
1. 1ihat constitutes a party? Major political parties in the 
United States have never been closely knit or secret organizations ••• 
Membership in the Communist party is totally different. The party is 
a secret conclave. Members are admitted only upon acceptance as re-
liable, and after indoctrination in its policies, to which the member 
is fUlly committed. 
Robert H. Jackson 
1. Is this person qualified to make this statement? 
2. State the reason for your answer to question 1,;; 
2. Communists have been and are today at work within the very gates 
of America. There are few walks in American life that they do not tra-
verse. Their allegiance is to MOscow; their hopes are spurred b.Y the 
writings of Mar.x and Lenin, not Jefferson, l~dison and Lincoln; their 
enthusiasm is whetted by expediency and deceit, not tolerance and 
brotherhood. 
J. Edgar Hoover 
1.. Is this person qualified to make this statement? 
2.. State the reason for your answer to question 1. 
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3e Since the and of World War II, we have provided in loans and 
grants over $4o,ooo,ooo,ooo for relief of other people and the 
reconstruction of other lands. 
John Foster Dulles 
1., Is this person qualified to make this statement? 
2. State the reason for your answer to question 1. 
4.. In the defense of our common liberty, there is no place for 
political partisanship. A divided America is the greatest temptation 
to Soviet conquest. 
James F. Byrnes 
1.. Is this person qualified to make this statement? 
2.. State the reason for your answer to question 1. 
;. America has demonstrated before and will demonstrate again 
that we have in this country the right that makes might. By that I 
mean we are right not only morally and on principle, but that we have 
the right kind of econpmic and social system. 
Claude A. Putnam 
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1. Is this person qualified to make this statement? 
2. Give the reason for your answer to question 1. 
6. When businessmen's interests lie in increasing exports, he 
is usually aware it means increasing imports. He is beginning to 
understand that United States foreign policy needs an adequate economic 
foundation. 
Sumner Slichter 
1. Is this person qualified to make this statement? 
2. State the reason for your answer to question 1. 
7. The war set Japan back ten years behind the West in industrial 
techniques. Early in 1950 it began efforts to catch up, and to interest 
foreign, especially United States, business in its fUture. 
Jerome B. Cohen 
1. Is this person qualified to make this statement? 
2. State the reason for your answer to question 1. 
"\ 
8. The Middle East people are now in violent re~ction against 
three chief things, foreign domination, oppression by their own corrupt 
governments, and their own miserable conditions of life. This reaction 
is psychological and unreasoning. If we~sh to stop the disintegration 
of the Middle East, in order that it may not slide into the Communist 
orbit or for other reasons, we must give a very large part of these 
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• 100 million people tangible evidence of our intention to relieve their 
hardships - political, economic, and social. 
-e· Max w. Thornburg 
1. Is this person qualified to make this statement? 
2. State the reason for your answer to question 1. 
a 
APPENDIX 
KEY 
LET US WORK TOGETHER 
for a Community of Nations 
• 
by 
Agnes McDermott 
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1:.• THE ALPHABET WILL HELP YOU 
l. 
abundance cont.ribut.e ~eril 
agent. control propaganda 
benefit cooperate prosper 
complete dependent. thrive 
2. 
l. att.ainment. 5· implements 9• missiles 
2. destruction 6. incit.e 10. relationship 
,. development. 7• machine 11. scientific 
4. guided 8. material 12. war 
The wording of t.he definitions will var,r~ 
A. guided missiles 
war implements 
war material 
scientific developments 
-1-
B. guided missiles 
scientific developments 
war implements 
(war machine) 
\'lar _material 
-4. 
1. labor 5· table 
2. handicap 6. propo~e 
;. commission 7· basis 
4. decision 8. opportunity 
5· 
Group 1 Group 2 
deal illustrate 
decide independent 
desperate influential 
difference int'qrmal 
direct injustice 
disaster interchange 
diseuse interdependent 
display international 
dispute interpret 
duty investigate 
6. 
A. 2 - 10 - 1 - .5 - 4 - 2 - .5 
8 - 9 - 5 - 10 - 9 - 6 - 4 
The answers will var,y. 
2 
9· isolate 
10. underlying 
11. value 
12 .. suggest 
Group 3 
realize 
recommend 
reflect 
refugee 
regulate 
relief 
report 
reservation 
resettle 
respect 
B. l - 6 - 2 - 6 - .5 - 8 - 4 
8 - 5 - 8 - 10 - 10 - 7 - 9 
• 
; 
,. g_. CHOOSE THE RIGHT MEANING 
- 1 .. 
A. The wording of the definitions will varye 
B-. Answers will vary in accordance with the answers under A. 
A. close relationship 
absolute control 
spread propaganda 
united front 
national community scientific developments 
incite \'7orkers express opinions 
modern warfare undermine trade 
false rumor secret agent 
- B. The wording of the definitions will vary. 
C. Ans\'rers will vary. 
;. 
A. 1. collision 2. note ;58 rank 4. mark 5· re\'tard 
~. Answers will vary. 
4. 
Slight variations will occur in the e.nswerse 
5· 
' 2 - 5 ,_ 4 - 6 - 8 - 10 - 9 - 1 - ' - 7 
•~ 
6. 
,-8-4-6-2-W-9-5-7-1 
1· 
7-8-9-2-1-6-,-5-4 
.i• YOO CAN FIND THE RIGHT ANSWER 
1e 
A. 1. English language. 
2o Moat of the colonists came from Britain. 
,. American soldiers visited Britain. 
4. During World War II. 
Bo 1. In the Houses of Parliament. 
2 • Prime Minister. 
4 
, •. Britain, Canada,. Australia, New Zealand, Union of South Africa, 
India, Pakistan, Ceylon. 
4. To talk over problems and work for the good of all. 
c. lo Luxury articles. 
2. They could not manufacture common things cheaply. 
,. Lille, Nancy. 
4. Coal, iron. 
5· Cotton, woolen, linen goods. 
6. Coking coal. 
D. 1. 1871. 
2. They have blindly followed their leaders. 
~· Nearly one-fourth. 
4. To govern themselves. 
5• Trade manufactured goods for raw materials. 
1. organization 
2. concern 
~$ symbol 
2. 
4. representatives 
5• victims 
6. protection 
B;o KNOW HOW TO USE A BOOK 
1. 
5 
1· service 
8. friendship 
Part I. 2 - ~ - 4 - l - 5 Part II. 2 - 1 - 5 - ~ - 4 
le ~ 
2. 488 
A. No anslter 
~- 12 
4. 452 
2• USE REFERENCES EFFICIENTLY 
1. 
1· 199 
6 
O. CHOLERA., WHO battle against. UNITED NATIONS, accomplishments. 
EPIDEMIC, work of WHO in controlling. WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION. 
1. 600-699 
2q 900-999 
6-2 ~ 2.- 6- 1-;-;- 4- 5-5- 6-; 
;. 
10- 1- 8- 4,- 8- 4- 5-4- 9·- 5 
1 - 5 - 6 - 2 • 7 - 8 - 11 - 4 - 9 - 6 
;. 200-299 
4. 600-699 
5· ;oo-.599 
6. 600-699 
1· ;oo~;99 
a. ooo-099 
Answers will vary. 
6. DISCOVER PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION 
- . 
9· 900-999 
10. 900-999 
A .. disagree B. buy raw materials c. The Ha~e Peace Conferences 
ar~e manufacture goods World War I 
fight sell products The Lea~e of Nations 
destroy make a profit The World Court 
raise standard of living 
D • Monroe Doctrine 
International Red Cross 
Universal Postal Union 
Open Door in China 
Good Neighbor Policy 
A. Common standards 
calendar 
weights and measures 
system of numbers 
B. 
7 
E. Atlantic Charter 
Dtlmbarton Oaks 
~· 
settlement 
mediation 
compromise 
arbitration 
;. 
San Francisco Conference 
United Nations 
UNESCO 
c. Guide 
custom 
rule 
regulation 
Column A. promote, raise advance, help, support, further, elevate, 
assist, aid 
Column B. deter, restrain, block, discourage, oppose, prevent, stop, 
resist, check 
1. contrast 
2. time 
4~ 
· ;. main idea 
4~ time 
5• main idea 
6. contrast 
a 
8 
1. Pattern; Time. Topic:_ Meetings to plan for peace. 
Items: Stalin, Churchill, Truman met. 
Clement Atlea, Stalin, Churchill met. 
Other meetings of representatives. 
Some meetings dealt with problems of \ttorld organization. 
2. Pattern: Main idea. Topic: Poor nations have a serious food 
problem. 
Items; ~/e have plenty, but inn hard times'' people have bean hungry. 
Entire nations have gone hungry, and millions have starved 
to death. 
;. Pattern: Contrast. Topic; The United Nations and the Axis. 
Items: 
United Nations solved problems 
easily. 
Remained united. 
Victorious. 
Axis unable to solve problems. 
Defeated. 
4. Pattern: Ma:i:n idea. Topic: Uni.ted States must follow path to 
Internation~l cooperation. 
Items: Isolationism would build a wall between us and the world. 
We need important products frpm other nations. 
Modern inventions have knit the world closely together. 
9 
5• Pattern: !.fain idea. Topic: Ja.pan;haa set up its own government 
and resumed world trade. 
Items: United States instructed Japanese in democratic ways. 
United States aided them witi1 fooi and materials •. 
Japan mu~t feed its people and pay ita way. 
Japan must work for demOcracy. 
6. Pattern: Contrast. Topic: Wilderness our ancestors conquered and 
wilderness we must conquer. 
Items: 
pushed frontier blaze new and broader paths 
high mountains . fear 
blistering deserts international misunderstandings 
freedom for all .ignorance, tolerance, jealousy 
built nation mold the future world 
l• READ THE NEWSPAPER 
Answers in this section will var,y. 
8 • CHART A COURSE 
1. 
A. 2 
-& B. 20 to 22 hours; about :;o:houra; 5 to 8 days; about ;59 hours; :;4 hours 
f l2 days; ;5;5 hours. {International conditions and progress may change 
these answers.) 
'" 
'~ 
10 
2. 
A and B A. cq 
Distance Time Inches Measured 
1. 2500 15 15/16 
2. 2400 20 1 1/4 
5· 5600 27 1 11/16 
4. 2200 18 1 1/8 
5· 4600 40 2 1/2 
6. &oo 50 5 1/8 
1· 5400 55 2 1/16 
a. 5400 ,0 1 7/8 
{International conditions and progress may change the answers under time.) 
;. 
A. 1825 - 1864 - 1902. - l9G8 - 1945 B. 1/16 inch= 1·year 
A. 1. 
2. 
;. 
4. 
5· 
,?1,000 
160 
2. • ON XOUR OUN 
1 .. 
Respect and hope ."rith which the l'tor1d looks to this country. 
Our plll'pose was so clear, eo lofty, and so noble. 
We ru1d our allies were not really agreed on the purpose. 
11 
6. The war would end before the people of the·world had a common 
understanding' of what they fought and hoped for after the \'lar. 
1. Our relative geographic isolation no longer exists. 
8. On a world basis. 
9. It is interdependent. 
10. A method to break down unnecessary trade barriers. 
11. By raising the standard of living by some slight degree of 
every man everywhere in the world. 
l2. To use t.he enormous power of our giving t.o promote liberty and 
justice. 
B.. Answers may vary. 
0. The abandonment of most of the purposes for which World War I had been 
fought. 
D.. Answers may vary. 
E. Answers may vary. 
·A. No answer. 
B. Answers may vary •. 
0;. 1. 1945 2... San Francisco 4. Check number to date 
D. Check list to date. 
E. No. Withdrawn from membership. 
• 
Security Council 
.MilitaryStaff 
12 
,. 
General Assembly 
Economic and Social Council · 
Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization 
Human Rights 
Food and Health Organization 
World Health Organization 
C. and D. Answers may vary. · 
4. 
l. Opinion 4-. Opinion 7· Fact 10. Opinion 
2. Opinion 5· Fact a. Fact ll. Fact 
,. Fact 6. Opinion 9· Opinion 12. Fact 
5· 
\ 
A. and B. Check with recent data. 
c. and D. Answers may vary .. Check with recent data. 
6. 
5-2-'- 7-4- ,._ 8- l 
Answers may vary. 
... 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMPJtY AND CONCLUSION 
1. Developmental Reading in Social Studies in the Ninth Grade 
t •' 
Retardation at the secondarY level. -- Compulsory school 
attendance, social promotions, and improved economic conditions 
have resulted in an incre~sed population in the high schools and 
have contributed to the problem of retardation in reading at the 
secondary level. ! Approximately thirty-seven per cent of the 
pupils in typical ninth-grade groups have a reading level below the 
eighth-grade norm. 
) 
Social studies materials. - Materials used in social studies 
contain many difficulties for the retarded reader such as technical 
vocabularies, metaphorical language, fact-packing and generalizations. 
*'Materials at a low reading level may be used to present the subject, 
but it is difficult to find a combination of low reading level with 
high interest for the teenager. 
Responsibilities of the social studies teacher. The problem 
of retardation in reading at the secondary level has been accentuated 
in the past by 1) certain false assumptions concerning the poor reader, 
and 2) the fact that secondarJ teachers have had little preparation 
(. 
either to teach or dev~lop reading. The subject teacher·can ameliorate 
these two conditions by 1) carefUlly considering the student's background, 
interests, ~d needs, and 2) developing techniques to teach the basic 
skills in relation to a subject. 
-29-
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These conditions have particular significance for the social 
studies teacher. The nature of the social studies is such that the 
teacher has both the opportunity and the duty to discover 1) factors 
which have influenced the student's progress in school, and 2) the 
best means qy which the student can improve his comprehension of 
materials in the social studies. 
. 
Nature and purpose of this study.-- The purpose of this thesis 
is to prepare a workbook which will develop the reading skills of 
students in social studies in the ninth grade. The exercises in 
Let Us Work for a Community of Nations are presented primarily to 
help the social studies teacher who has had little or no training in 
developnental reading, and who 'Wishes to help the pupils to improve 
their reading skills. They are based on a unit on international. 
cooperation but they may be adapted to aqy timely topic. 
2. Suggestions for Further Stu.dy 
Causes of retardation in reading.~ Causes which have contributed 
to retardat·ion in reading have been discussed in this thesis. The 
writer's selection of causes to be discussed was guided by wbat sre 
considered would be of greatest advantage to the subject teacher at 
the secondary level. She has endeavored to present them so that they 
can be easily understood by the teacher who feels the immediate need 
for dev0lopmental reading but has had no special preparation fer the 
task. Neither the list of causes of retardation nor the length of 
discussion has been exhausted. 
• 
• 
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. · Improvement of reading skills.- Reading skills are many and 
complex. The more simple reading skills for the development of 
reading were selected for the workbook. They will help the pupil to: 
lo Build a vocabular.y 
2. · Use the index' aixl reference 
3.. Answer specific questions 
4. Discover patterns of organization 
5. Test the reliability of an author 
6.. Recognize fact and opinion 
7. Understand charts and graphs. 
The- teacher of sociaJ. studies at the secondary level has a great 
need for a convenient source of devices by means_ofwhich she can help 
the students recognize and use the following skills: 
1- ~nderstanding and interpreting ideas 
· 2. Selecting and-evaluating information 
3. Recognizing the difference between a source and a secondary 
account 
4. Adjusting the rate of speed to the purpose in reading 
5. Detecting bias and prejudice 
6,. Determining the author's point of view 
7~ Noting inconsistencies 
8. Examining basic assumptions 
9. Dra\ving conclusions, seeing the relationship of ideas, and 
making inferences •. 
The exercises in Let Us .'\Work for a Community of Nations may be used 
as an example of vrhat can be done to develop basic skills in social. 
studies materials. The reading skills listed above may be explored and 
tested for specific application to the social studies. 
• 
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